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Synopsis

It's Time To ACE the NCLEX® Ready to take your studies to the next level? This ebook contains the most needed, most referenced, and sometimes most confusing information in an easy to read, understand, and remember way. 36 nursing reference pages in full color ranging in topics from respiratory to medication you will love having this handy book on your phone while in clinical or class. Stop Wasting Time Look we've all been there...nursing school is hard. You never know what is MOST important and what you should be focusing on. Not any more. With this easy to read and use book you have exactly what you need right at your finger tips. With tables, pictures, graphs and more... you are ready to soar! Perfect for the new nurse or nursing student looking to save time and energy in their studies. Topics Include: Injection Sites (IM) • Common Laboratory Values • Blood Gas Analysis • Blood Gas Interpretation • Blood Compatibility • Anticoagulant Therapy • Heart Murmurs • Glasgow Coma Scale • Cranial Nerves • Wallace Rule of Nines - Burn Severity • Edema Scale • Wigger Diagram • Heart Sounds • Normal EKG • 12 Lead EKG Placement • EKG Strip Interpretation • Abnormal EKG • 5 Lead EKG Placement • Heart Murmurs • Shock • Hierarchy of O2 Delivery • Wound (Pressure Ulcer) Staging • IV Fluid Therapy • Medication Antidotes • Insulin Onset, Peak, and Durations • Common Drug Stems • Common Critical Care Drips • Common Light Sensitive Drugs • Celsius to Fahrenheit Conversion • Nursing Calculations • Nursing Math Conversions • APGAR Scoring • Breath Sounds • Maslow Hierarchy of Needs • Head to Toe Assessment Checklist • Adult Vital Signs

What are you waiting for?
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Customer Reviews

I’m in my last weeks of nursing school and this book helped bringing it all together. Its a great book for a beginner in the nursing program! The head to toe assessment was on point.

Great buy! Excellent, short and sweet reference on my iPad while studying. I wish I found these guides earlier. Thank you! :-)

Fanfreakingtastic!!! Well thought out NCLEX need-to-knows. Totally cuts out the unnecessary jargon that simply is overwhelming when you are only looking for the meat and potatoes needed for the NCLEX. Jon’s books have been very well organized aND comprised in an outstanding mane with material you must know for the exam. I don’t mean to discount all the material/aspects necessary to be a nurse-as this is not an encyclopedia of nursing 101. Cosnider this the ‘Wikipedia’ on NCLEX MUST knows.I found Jons material to be spot on and extremely easy to navigate and incorporate the best knowledge bank to freshen up or to prep for the exam I have been able to find at a fraction of the price.Therefore, don’t be hesitant or overlook this sweet deal simply because it’s inexpensive and frankly the best value on the market I have found. Don't be like me and $uckered into purchasing the traditional over priced review material by the popular names thinking because it’s $50-145 it must be good.

This e-book is great for getting you back in the mindset of nursing. After graduation, I took a week off before starting to study for the NCLEX. I used this book as a brief and general overview of all things nursing. It got me back into thinking like a nurse and prepared me for deeper study.Pros:â¢ Tables, pictures, and graphs are easy to read and contain a lot of condensed informationâ¢ Information includes topics ranging from vitals, meds, heart auscultation and moreCons:â¢ I have no cons for this bookFinal say:This is a great review tool from student nurses that are just starting fundamentals to nurses that are studying for their NCLEX or just starting a new job.
The info is great, but the quality of the item (the sharpness and crispness of the printing) is not the best quality. A lot of the graphs in the book appear to be copies of copies, or images that were enlarged/reduced and then printed. Some of the lines look blurry or smudged; even the cover appears to have parts that were altered in Microsoft Paint. Overall I don’t regret buying this, but the appearance of the information should be more professional.

Looked around for books to get my brain back in action during the months before starting nursing school and I found the jackpot! I know the author is helping many students I follow on You Tube and I’m grateful to have this resource early in my journey to become an RN.

I love this! very helpful with my nclex study / review RN and LPN. Simple and easy to underhand .

Helpful little book during clinicals. Small enough to carry around to have information when you need it. I wish it was in color, instead of black and white but not bad. The main thing I liked was the lab values. Good for beginner nursing students!
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